
Cable Switchover FAQs 
Situation 
Waterpointe I has selected Spectrum for cable TV service.  Early in 2018 (Date not certain yet – probably 
Feb 2018), Spectrum will go to an all digital signal in NMB.  This means that connecting the coaxial cable 
to a TV set will no longer provide a TV signal that can be decoded properly by the TV set.  This means 
that a set top box (further known as a box in this document) is required to decode the all digital signal. 
Our agreement with Spectrum will provide each unit with 2 boxes.  This is also termed internally by 
Spectrum as a “bulk” agreement for cable TV service. The big benefit of this move to all-digital is more 
channels and HD channels.  We will get access to 200+ channels (many of them HD).  

How do I get my boxes? 
Establish an Account 
First each unit owner needs to establish an account with Spectrum.  This is to connect specific boxes 
with specific units.  This is a task that cannot be done by another person (such as another owner or 
management).  To establish an account, you can: 

- Call 800-892-4357 
- Visit the NMB Spectrum store  - 757 Main Street, North Myrtle Beach (Open M-F 9a-6p) 
- Visit the MB Spectrum Store – 1901 Oak St, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 (Open M-F 9a-7p, Sat 9a-5p) 

When establishing your account, mention that you are setting up service for your unit number at 
Waterpointe I (4619 S. Ocean Blvd) BULK service.  There is no cost or deposit needed to establish an 
account. 

NOTE: I did have to show ID to get the boxes, but they did NOT ask for proof of residency at WP1 such as 
an electric bill. The customer service rep may tell you that there is a $3.25/box per month charge for the 
electronic GUIDE.  We have been assured that this will be ZERO for our account even if the rep tells you 
otherwise. If you have trouble, Craig Barberino (Our Spectrum Rep) is available at 843-315-7931 to 
assist. 

Obtain your boxes 
Once an account is established, the boxes may be obtained in a variety of ways.  You can: 

- Visit the Spectrum store in NMB (or MB which is open on Saturdays) to pick up your boxes 
- Visit your local Spectrum store to pick up the boxes (for example, if you have Spectrum cable 

service in your home area, you can visit your local Spectrum store to pick up the boxes) 
- Have the boxes shipped to Waterpointe I 

NOTE: The easiest way to get your boxes may be to visit a local store near your home if you have 
Spectrum in your area.  The second easiest would be to visit a Spectrum store in NMB or MB. 

Getting Going with the boxes 
Hooking up the box to a TV is relatively straight forward.  Everything that is needed to connect a box to 
your TV is provided for (such as various cables).  Instructions are provided with each box.  Also, other 



owners may be helpful in this if assistance is needed.  The boxes must also be activated once installed.  
There is a number to call to activate the box with the instructions or you could also use their App on 
your smart phone – again instructions are included. 

If your TV is wall mounted, you may need to get creative.  There are several solutions that can be found 
online to provide a shelf for the cable box for a wall mounted TV.  You may also need a power strip if the 
area where your TV is located has limited outlets. 

Can I get additional boxes? 
Yes.  There is an additional cost of $4.99/month per box.  Currently, all boxes still require a coaxial cable 
connection as there is no wireless cable TV box available today.  At this time, cable boxes are only 
available on a “lease” basis and may not be purchased. 

Can I add additional services / channels? 
Yes.  There are many options to choose from to go beyond the basic “bulk” channels.  The channels 
included may be found here:  https://www.spectrum.com/browse/content/new-channel-lineup.html  

Will I have access to the Spectrum TV App and other Apps? 
Yes.  Use your Spectrum account credentials. 

What about on-demand / pay-per-view? 
By default for “bulk” boxes, Spectrum codes a password on each box so that Pay-per-view / On-Demand 
is not active.  Any additional boxes that you get may also be configured in the same way to prevent 
renters from buying movies/shows on your account.  There is no way currently to enable a separate 
credit card pay-per-view/renting of a show. 

Do the remote controls need to be “Line of Sight” to the box or can I 
mount the cable box on the back of the TV? 
Remote Controls are “Line of Sight”. This means that your remote must be able to “see” the box to be 
effective.  They are also interchangeable meaning that a remote from one box/TV will work with the 
other box as well.  If a TV is mounted to the wall, you may need to rig up some type of way of mounting 
the box in manner that “line of sight” operation is possible. 

What is the cost of replacing a remote control? 
It is FREE.  Come by the store and pick one up. 

NOTE that this is what we were told by Spectrum. 

My cable box is missing.  What is the cost to replace that? 
The unit owner is responsible for the $125 unreturned box fee. 

If you rent your unit, you will most likely want to make sure that your cleaning crew checks for cable 
boxes and remotes as they clean. 



What channels do we get now with the box? 
Visit the link below to see.  You may need to provide address info first.  There are 200+ channels in the 
SELECT package which is the “bulk” service that we are receiving. 

https://www.spectrum.com/browse/content/new-channel-lineup.html  

What if I already have a Cable Box (or more) at my condo? 
Contact Spectrum to see if modifying your account is beneficial.  It probably will be. 

Do I have to do this now? 
No.  But you should plan to get this done by February 2018 as the switch to ALL-DIGITAL is scheduled for 
Spring 2018.  Once the switch is complete to ALL-DIGITAL, your TV will not receive any channels. 

 


